Introduction
Clinical studies have shown that obesity causes several medical complications. It is an important risk factor for endocrine diseases such as diabetes and vascular conditions such as atherosclerosis. 1 Moreover, obese individuals are prone to cancer and have a reduced life span. 2 However, despite numerous investigations in humans and animals, the physiological mechanisms underlying obesity remain controversial. Several studies have used Oriental medicine to investigate obesity. In particular, people classified as Tae-Eum (TE) type using the classification of Sasang constitutional medicine (SCM) are prone to obesity. SCM, a traditional Korean medicine, classifies people into four constitutional types, namely, TE, SoEum (SE), Tae-Yang (TY), and So-Yang (SY), and treats patients using personalized herbal drugs according to constitutional type. [3] [4] [5] Several clinical studies have shown that the TE individuals are prone to obesity and TE type is a risk factor for abdominal obesity and obesity-related diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, and metabolic disorders. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Furthermore, several genes associated with obesity and metabolic diseases have different effects according to body constitution. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Recent studies have evaluated the effects of herbal drugs on obesity in TE-type individuals. 21, 22 Although previous studies have established that TE individuals are prone to obesity, the physiological mechanisms underlying this phenomenon are not well understood. Thus, here we propose a physiological hypothesis to explain obesity proneness in TE-type individuals, which we tested using epidemiological data.
As discussed in our review paper, 23 TE individuals display an unbalanced seesawing of the lung and liver pair and have weak lung system (respiratory) function. This respiratory function is related to metabolic power in tissue. Mathieu et al 24 and Jánský 25 showed that mitochondrial density in skeletal muscle was proportional to the maximal aerobic rate. Thus, weak lung function is associated with low maximal aerobic capacity and reduced mitochondrial density in tissue, which may eventually result in reduced energy production in the body. TE-type individuals are thought to have a weak lung system, which, in turn, reduces the production of metabolic energy. Here, we represented the production capability of metabolic energy in human body by using cellular metabolic rate (CMP). Then, we hypothesized that the CMP of the TE type is weaker than that of the other types as a result of particular metabolic characteristics.
Humans are homeothermic mammals; thus, core temperature is maintained at a constant level regardless of the environmental temperature. 26 The short-term response to a cold environment involves activation of the autonomic nervous system in the hypothalamus to minimize heat loss and maximize heat production by increasing sympathetic activity, stimulating nonshivering thermogenesis, and increasing the thickness of the insulating shell or initiating piloerection. In the long term, adaptation to cold stress involves reducing heat dissipation by decreasing the body surface area relative to body volume, known as Bergmann's rule. 27 Moreover, increased body weight decreases the body surface area/volume ratio, thereby reducing heat dissipation via body surface relative to body heat production.
We used the CMP hypothesis to explain the scientific rationale linking weak lung function and obesity. Rising et al 28, 29 showed that low core temperature may indicate an obesityprone syndrome in humans, and Jéquier et al 30 reported that obese individuals generally have increased thermal body insulation, suggesting that decreased energy production is compensated for by a reduction in energy dissipation into the environment. The decrease in heat generation activates a compensatory response by the body (an increase in heat generation and decrease in heat dissipation) and eventual weight gain. 31 This effect is derived from the 3/4-power scaling law of metabolic rate; the basal metabolic rate (BMR) of an organism is proportional to body mass raised to the 3/4 power. 32, 33 A corollary of the scaling relationship shows that CMP in vivo is negatively correlated with body mass, or that an organism with a larger body mass will have less CMP. According to this relationship, people with a low CMP readily gain body weight to compensate for a decrease in unit heat production and to prevent a decrease in core temperature (Fig. 1) . A similar tendency can be hypothesized for TE-type individuals. Relatively low aerobic capacity may decrease mitochondrial density in the cell 33, 34 resulting in a decrease in CMP and eventual increase in body mass.
Based on the thermogenesis hypothesis, we proposed that the compensatory mechanism used to maintain temperature homeostasis readily increases body weight in TE individuals. To validate this, we analyzed clinical data to obtain the CMP value for each individual. Then we compared the CMP values of TE individuals to those of the other types.
Methods
Here, CMP value was the BMR value divided by body weight (CMP = BMR/Body weight). This method for determining CMP was developed by West et al. 33 
Analysis of epidemiological data
We analyzed epidemiological data to clarify the relationship between the tendency toward obesity in the TE type and 35 The SCAT uses a multinomial logistic regression analysis based on the integrated data of facial features (two-dimensional images of the front and profile), body shape (width and circumference measurements), voice features, and questionnaire responses (personality traits and physiological symptoms) to classify constitutional types. The accuracy of the SCAT is higher than that of the Questionnaire for Sasang Constitution Classification II, the most commonly used diagnostic tool for Sasang typing. 36 Because the prevalence of the TY type is extremely low in the Korean community, the current version of the SCAT only classified the TE, SE, and SY types.
Statistical analysis method
The data were analyzed using an analysis of variance. Table 1 shows the distribution of constitution types according to sex. CMP values for each physical constitution were obtained by measuring BMR. The InBody230 (BioSpace Inc., Cerritos, CA, USA) was used to measure oxygen consumption and calculate BMR during repeated tests conducted during 1 day. BMR was categorized according to weight to obtain the CMP value. Finally, body mass index (BMI), calculated as the body weight divided by the square of height, was used to quantify the degree of obesity in the data analysis. We used Scheffe's test to evaluate the relative degree of statistical difference according to physical constitution (Tables 2 and 3) where "A" indicates the highest ranking among the three groups and "C" represents the lowest rank.
Results
The comparison of the target characteristics among physical constitution types is shown for males in Table 2 and females in Table 3 . All variables with the exception of age and height were significantly different among groups. Weight and BMI were significantly correlated in males. TE-type individuals had the highest body weight and BMI. However, Scheffe's test revealed that BMR was not significantly different between the TE and SY types. For females, BMI and body weight were most highly correlated with the TE type, and BMR was highest in the TE group (Scheffe's test value was "A" only for the TE type). As shown in Tables 2 and 3 , the average value of CMP for the SE type was relatively higher than that of the other constitutions in both males and females. Conversely, CMP was markedly lower in the TE type in both males and females. The percentage of individuals classified as obese (BMI >25, International Health Organization criteria) was lowest in SE-type individuals and higher in the TE type compared with the other constitutions. Of the 182 people in the TE type group, 69% of males and 33% of females were classified as obese (BMI >25; Fig. 2 ). 
Discussion
TE-type individuals have relatively high BMIs and are more prone to obesity than those in the other constitution groups. However, the physiological mechanisms underlying this phenomenon are not known. We have proposed a novel CMP hypothesis to explain the tendency toward obesity in the TE type.
The hypothesis can be explained as follows. If the TE type has a relatively weak lung system, their maximum aerobic capability would be reduced. Because maximum aerobic rate is directly related to mitochondrial density in the cell, cellular heat production and, thus, the heat production capability of TE-type individuals would be reduced. Thus, the TE type experiences chronic cold stress, and because human core temperature is maintained at nearly a constant level, cold temperatures stimulate acute compensatory mechanisms and chronic cold stress activates the long-term adaptation mechanism leading to weight gain.
In a previous study, 37 we showed that energy consumption was low, whereas energy storage was overactive in the TE type. Because the quantity of consumed energy in the human body is the same as that produced, the energy consumption function is consistent with energy production. Thus, energy production in the TE type is suboptimal.
Intracellular mitochondria produce most of the energy in the body, which drives CMP. Here, we posit that energy production is lower in TE-type individuals than in those with other constitution types. Our CMP hypothesis can be summarized as the follows. Low energy production in the TE type leads to a reduction in the generation of body heat. However, because human core temperature is maintained at a constant level, the reduction in body heat activates homeostatic mechanisms to prevent variation in the core temperature, and weight gain is the result of a long-term process to maintain temperature homeostasis (Fig. 1) . Thus, weight gain is the result of a weak CMP in TE-type individuals.
We analyzed data from 548 individuals to assess the feasibility of our hypothesis (Tables 2 and 3 , Fig. 2 ). Our results showed that CMP values in TE-type males and females were lower than those found in the other constitution types. However, BMR was not significantly higher in TE-type males than in those with other constitution types ( Table 2 ). This finding suggests that CMP is a better indicator of TE-type metabolic characteristics than BMR, which supports CMP as a physiological mechanism underlying the tendency toward obesity in TE-type individuals.
Although our data clearly explain the proneness of the TE type to obesity from a physiological viewpoint, our study has several limitations. First, the demographic data of TY-type individuals were excluded from the study. Such information should be included to improve the analysis. Furthermore, our sample size of 548 individuals was relatively small, and a largescale study is necessary to validate our hypothesis. However, these limitations do not detract from our results supporting the CMP hypothesis.
In conclusion, we propose a physiological hypothesis to explain the tendency toward obesity in TE-type individuals. The hypothesis is based on the 3/4-power scaling law of metabolic rate, the principle of temperature homeostasis, and weight gain as a long-term adaptation to prevent cold stress. Thus, we hypothesized that the reduced cellular metabolic capability of TE-type individuals may lead to weight gain as a mechanism of long-term homeostatic adaptation. We used CMP values to quantify cellular energy metabolism and validated our hypothesis by analyzing data collected in the clinic. Our results revealed that the CMP values of the TE type group were significantly lower than those of individuals in the other constitution groups, providing further evidence of a physiological impact of CMP on obesity in SCM.
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